Subject: Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad National Conclave (Indian Students' Parliament)
Scheduled from 23rd to 28th September 2021 – Pune

Dear Vice Chancellor/Director,

Association of Indian Universities (AIU) organises and promotes various student centric events including the Youth Affair and Sports activities. The events are aimed to broaden the horizon and develop prospective, and include critical skill of University Students around Social, Scientific and Political matters.

AIU has collaborated with the Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad in a six-day Annual National Conclave scheduled in online mode from 23rd to 28th September 2021. The conclave is organized with the active support of Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Government of India, Ministry of Higher & Technical Education, Maharashtra, AICTE and gets support/participation from international agencies of repute like UN, UNESCO, SAARC, inter-Parliamentary Union, Commonwealth etc.

The Conclave encourages independent thinking and socio-political initiative in young students and facilitates the learning of crucial social and political skills. This helps in mobilizing the youth of our country in understanding the importance of citizenry and participation of youth in democratic processes.

In view of the importance of the cause and effectiveness of the academic discourse, we request you to encourage the principals of all your affiliated institutions to ensure participation (Online) of socially active students from their respective institutions. It is also suggested that this activity be adequately promoted at University/College premises. The hyperlink of Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad (www.bharatiyachhatrasansad.org) may kindly be provided on the University website.

The students can do online registration through the website www.bharatiyachhatrasansad.org. For more information or clarification about the registration process and formalities the Office of Shri. Rahul V. Karad may be contacted on 9881721353, 8888815421/22/23 or via email info@bharatiyachhatrasansad.org.

A positive response shall be highly appreciated.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Pankaj Mittal)

All the Vice Chancellors/Directors of AIU Member Universities/Institutions